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Advertisers  should get real

 
By Mike Gamaroff

It seems augmented reality has at last recently celebrated its much anticipated bar mitzvah.

For years I have watched various attempts by tech companies and brands to insert "AR" into the public
consciousness while at the same time I have struggled to hide my astonishment when holding a tablet in front of a
bus shelter and seeing an ad burst into 3D life.

As a marketer, I view emerging tech through an advertising lens placing myself in the shoes of brands that have a lot
to gain from joining the jet-stream of a developing trend.

I first observed augmented reality on an iPhone 1 and I could tell advertisers were headed for years of
experimentation along with an uncertain future.

Coin of the realm
Well, here it is . Pokmon Go. A perfect storm of technology, mobile adoption and a primal yearning to be outdoors.

It is  a triumph not just for augmented reality, or even mobile in general but for people who are starting to realize that
perhaps social media is not that social when you are conducting your relationships through contrived Instagram
filters and status updates.

But there has also been some disappointing press for Nintendo recently when its skyrocketing valuation got a
sudden haircut with the news it was struggling to define a clear monetization strategy. Who can blame the company?
The app blew up in a matter of mere days.

Nintendo has pinned its hopes on "PokCoins," the in-application credits you can buy for a buck each that allow you
to flick balls at elusive critters as they scurry by.

To be sure, they are selling, but not fast enough and not even close to the volume needed to justify the present
valuation.

So Nintendo, in case you are listening, I have identified five other ways you can monetize this Objective-C equivalent
of crack. My fee is 5 percent.
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1. Place sponsorships
I was at a hotdog stand recently and observed a notice, crudely drawn with a Sharpie on the back of a cereal box:
"PokStop here! Come get your Pokballs ! Gotta catch em all!"

I did not make this one up. There is a rumor that brands are actually sending checks to Nintendo to manually create
"lures" at their locations. But I would suggest creating a self-serve tool that allows brands to set up these lures and
pay for them with a credit card like Snapchat does with geofilters.

2. Coupons and incentives
So it is  getting people into your venues. But what about when they are near your competitors?

This is the perfect opportunity to flick a ball at a Big Mac and get sent a coupon redeemable when you go there later.

Perhaps even better than free burgers is a complimentary PokCoin or two. Trust me, people will love you if you help
them get more Candy or a pinch more Stardust.

3. Passive notifications
A more traditional approach could be to place small alerts over points of interest with offers such as "20% off Ladies
Shoes here."

Any business that a player comes into contact with is a potential notification opportunity, even if it is  not a PokStop.

This is the ultimate point-of-sale strategy, given the retailer can be 100 percent certain that the consumer is not just
near its store, but looking directly at it.

4. Virtual outdoor ads
This one is a little creative, but bear with me.

Picture peering through your magical window into the world of Pokmon Go, scouring for the coveted polygonal
clusters on a real-world backdrop, and at the end of the street is towering billboard with a Nike logo screaming
across it.

You lower the phone and squint into the distance, realizing that the billboard is not really there.

That, my friends, is  next-level outdoor advertising. This creates a branded message that blends naturally into the
landscape, instead of obnoxiously sliding over the scene as you would expect from a traditional mobile ad.

It is  sort of like those ephemeral billboards you sometimes see behind home plate.

5. Augmented real-world ads
So No. 4 suggests adding digital billboards into a real scene, but how about offering advertisers a way to expand on
their existing static real-world ads?

I am referring to the old technique of holding the device in front of a flat image that then bursts into life.

Consumer adoption of this method has been sluggish because people do not generally download applications just
for a flittering single action. This is why QR codes never took off.

With Pokmon Go, adoption has already happened, and it would be a natural extension for people to take a break
from their monster hunting to watch a BMW drive out of a billboard and onto the road ahead.

Brands would pay a hefty price for this level of engagement much like they do for rich media online.

I AM NOT the most committed Pokmon Go! player, but I have enjoyed bearing witness to the convulsive disruption
left in its wake.

The implications for human interaction, real-world participation and social engagement are second only to what is
possible for brands wishing to bend it to their will.

I would just recommend that any brand messaging be contextual and integrated seamlessly into the experience or
else it risks alienating an audience who is way more interested in building up combat points or temporarily
hijacking a gym.

If people are paying attention, brands are paying. And Nintendo is making money.
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